The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Delegate of China:

Page 3
4th Line
That is the first point I want to make clear.

Para 2, 6th Line:
...... to serve as the basis of autarky economy; ....

Para 2, 11th Line:
...... inter-Governmental arrangements. In case of a world surplus ......

Page 21
5th Line:
Also, there may be some business secret about the commodity which the country is going to protect and if there is a leakage of this business secret there will be a sudden disturbance in the market that will defeat the very object which the country is going to protect.

15th Line:
...... can go on as consistent provisions, without any ...

20th Line:
...... but will be merely a mirage.

Page 39
Last paragraph but one: Mr. TUNG (China):
The Chinese proposal relating to the deletion of certain principles in Article 27 para. 4, is a .......... that I wish that deletion to be discussed ......